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COMPLEMENTATION IN THE LATTICE
OF REGULAR TOPOLOGIES

M. JEANETTE HUEBENER

The present paper is concerned with the lattice of regular
topologies on a set, and establishes the following results: a
complete, complemented sublattice of the lattice of regular
topologies on a set is exhibited and shown to be anti-isomorphic
to the lattice of equivalence relations on the set; the lattice
of regular topologies on a set is shown to be nonmodular if
the cardinality of the set is at least four; the problem of
complementation for regular topologies is reduced to consider-
ing To regular topologies without isolated points; conditions
are found which are equivalent to a regular topology having
a principal regular complement; then follow some conditions
under which the problem can be reduced to considering con-
nected spaces; the final section consists of constructions of
complements for certain classes of regular topologies, which
classes may or may not be exhaustive.

Principal regular topologies and relations* Let (J5f V> A) be
the lattice of all topologies on a set E. (£f,\f> A) is complete, anti-
atomic, complemented, and, if \E\> the cardinality of E, is at least
three, it is not modular, [10, pp. 384-5, 389-397]. Next, let (^?, V, AO
be the lattice of all regular topologies on E. (&, V, Ar) is complete
but not a sublattice of (S* V> A) The greatest lower bound in <%}
of a collection of topologies in & is only the least upper bound of
all the regular topologies which are weaker than the collection's
greatest lower bound in S? [8, pp. 754-755].

The anti-atoms of £f are the ultraspaces on E; these are topol-
ogies of the form ©($, ̂ /) — Pc(x) U *2S where ^ is an ultraίilter on
E different from <%f{x) = {AaE:xeA} and where Pc(x) = {AczE: x $ A}.
Frohlich [5, p. 81, Satz 3] showed that every topology τ on E is the
infimum of the ultraspaces on E which are finer than τ.

The special sublattice of (^f V> A)> which is anti-isomorphic to
the lattice of preorders on E, is called the lattice of principal topo-
logies. From this sublattice Steiner [10, p. 383, Theorem 2.6; pp.
389-397] and van Rooij [16, p. 807] take their complements. Now
an ultraspace is said to be principal if its topology is of the form
&(x, %f(y)) where x Φ y. A topology τ is principal if τ = 1, or if τ
is the infimum of the principal ultratopologies finer than τ. These
topologies are also characterized [10, pp. 381-2, Theorem 2.3] by the
fact that they have a base of open sets which is minimal at each
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point, i.e. for any x e E every open set containing x must contain the
open set

(Throughout the paper Bx in a principal topology σ will denote the
<7-open set minimal at the point x.) Using this characterization it is
easily seen [10, p. 382, Theorem 2.5] that the principal topologies
form a sublattice of (<£f V> Λ) The mapping establishing the anti-
isomorphism between this lattice and the lattice of preorders is given
by

η{τ) = Gτ = {(x, y): @(α, <2/(y)) ^ τ)

and

V~ι(G) = τG = A {©(», ^(v)Y (x, v)eG}.

In the lattice of regular topologies there is a sublattice of the lattice
of principal topologies which has a familiar structure:

THEOREM 1.1. A principal topology τ on E is regular iff its
representation satisfies the condition &(x9 *%f(y)) ^ τ implies

^ τ for any x,yeE.

Proof. Suppose τ is principal and regular and that @(a?,
τ. Then y e Bx and By c Bx. Now ~By is a closed set not containing
?/; accordingly there exists Ueτ such that Uz) ~By and Uf] By = 0
which implies that U = ~Byeτ. lί xe ~Byeτ, then ByaBx(z ~By

which is a contradiction. Hence $€#3, and &(y, ^(x)) ^ τ.
Conversely, in terms of the base of minimal open sets, the con-

dition, @(OJ, ^{y)) ^ τ implies &(y, %S(x)) Ξ> r for any x, ye E, become
y e Bx iff x e By. Hence jBβ = By or Bx Π By = 0 for every x, yeE.
In which case, if J7 = U {By: ye U}eτ and x e ~ U then Bxf] U = 0
and it follows that ~ Ϊ7 = (J {5,.: ^ G ̂  17} G r. Every open set being
closed implies τ is regular.

COROLLARY 1.2. A principal topology τ is regular iff Gτ is an
equivalence relation.

That the lattice of equivalence relations is complemented is proven
mot a mot as in Steiner [10, p. 389, Theorem 5.1]

COROLLARY 1.3. The lattice of principal regular topologies on E
is a complete sublattice of (&, V, Ar) and («5? V, Λ)
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Finally, for | E\ ^ 3 the lattice (^, V> Ar) is a modular sublattice
of (^f V, A) If I J57| ^ 4, then the lattice (&, V, Λr) is not modular:
Let α, δ, c, d be distinct points of E. Define each of the following
principal regular topologies by its base of minimal open sets

τ(ab) {a, b), {c}, {d} a n d {x} for x Φ a,b,c,d

ί"cw(ed) K b), {c, d) a n d {x} for x Φ α, 6, c, d

"̂(αίxci) R Φ , {c, 6} a n d {x} for x Φ α, 6, c, d
r(αjCrf) {α, δ, c, d} a n d {α;} for α ^ α, 6, c, d .

Then we have the following diagram of least upper bounds and
greatest lower bounds in (^, V> AO

c(ad)(cb)

T(ab)(cd)

T(abcd)

FIGURE 1

Greatest lower Bounds in & and continuous functions* In a
paper in 1968 [14, p. 1087, Theorem 1], J. Pelham Thomas charac-
terized the strongest regular topology on a set weaker than a given
topology on that set: If r is a topology on E, then there is a unique
regular topology τ* weaker than τ, such that, if Y is any regular
space, then the continuous maps (E, τ) —• Y are the continuous maps
(E, τ*) —* Y. Furthermore r* is the least upper bound of the regular
topologies weaker than τ. In this vein we have the following lemmas.

LEMMA 2.1. A function f: (Ef 0) —• (F, p) is continuous where
(Y, p) is a regular space iff f(E) do\p (f(x)) for every x e E.

LEMMA 2.2. //, for every regular To space (Y, p), every continuous
function f: (E, v) —> (Y9 p) is constant, then, for every regular space
(Y, p), every continuous function f: (E, v) —• (Y, p) satisfies the condi-
tion f(E) c dp (f(x)) for every x e E.

Using the Thomas result we conclude that
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COROLLARY 2.3. In order for a fsj τ = 0 it is necessary and
sufficient that every continuous function on (E, σ A z) to a regular
To space be constant.

It is now possible to reduce the problem to To regular topologies.
Let z be a regular topology on E and E* the set of point closures
{clΓ (x): xe E). Then E* is a set of equivalence classes of E and
φ: E-+ E* given by φ(x) — clΓ (x) is the canonical map. If τ* is the
quotient topology relative to φ and r, that is, the finest topology on
E* such that φ is continuous relative to (E, τ), then r* is a regular
JΓ0 topology, lattice-isomorphic to τ [15, p. 92, Theorem 14.2]; further,
φ: (E, z) -»(E*, z*) is open and closed [9, p. 155, Theorem 9.3.6], and
(#*, z*) is called the To quotient of (E, z).

THEOREM 2.4. If the TQ quotient (E*, τ*) of a regular space
(E, τ) has a (principal) complement in the lattice of regular topologies
on E*9 then (E, z) has a (principal) complement in the lattice of
regular topologies on E.

Proof. Let / be a choice function on the subsets of E, σ* the
regular complement for τ* and S — {y e E: y Φ /(clΓ (y))}. Define σ to
be the topology on E with the following base

{(<P~lB*) - S:B*e σ*} U {{y}: y e S} .

The topology σ is, in fact, regular. Suppose F is closed in (E, σ)
and x ί F. Then ~F = (φ~ιB* - S) U A for some AaS and some
J3*e<7*. IfxeS, then {x}eσ and F c ί7 - {x} eσ. If a ^S, then
φxeB*eσ* and there exist disjoint sets U*, F*eσ* separating 9>(aj)
and ~B*. In which case, φ~ιU* — S and 9>-1F* U S are cr-open sets
separating x and F. Note that σ is principal if σ* is.

Next, if 4eo"Λr, then φAeτ* and A = φ" 1^* for some S^eσ*.
Hence ?>: (J57, <r Λ T) ~> (JS7*, σ* Λ r*) is open. If ^ : ( £ , ί ; Λ r ) ^ 7 is
any continuous function to a regular To space Y, then ψ*(clαΛϊ.(α?)) = ψ(x)
for any ^6.57. Hence ψφ~ι: (E*, σ* A z*) —* Y" is a welldefined continuous
function. Since σ* Λ r τ * — 0 then /̂r̂ "1 must be constant, which
implies that ψ is constant and hence σ Arz = 0.

Finally σ V r = 1. For x g S we have Z7* e r* and F* e σ* such
that {φx} = i7* Π F* which implies that

{£} = (φ-1?/*) n (^-LF* - S ) e r v < 7 .

Principal complementation and connectivity* In order for a
regular topology τ and a principal regular topology σ to have a least
upper bound of 1, it is necessary and sufRcient that the minimal open
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sets of σ be discrete in τ. That they have a greatest lower bound
of 0 is characterized in terms of continuous functions. Now a func-
tion is continuous on (E, a A τ) iff it is continuous on both (E, σ)
and (E, τ). Relative to continuity on principal regular spaces, we
have the following:

LEMMA 3.1. Let σ be a principal regular topology on E. A
function f: (E, σ) —> (Y, p), where p is a Tλ topology, is continuous iff
f is constant on each minimal σ-open set.

THEOREM 3.2. If (E, τ) is a regular To space with a disjoint
open cover {Ea}a of E and if, for each a, the topology τa — τ\Ea has
a principal complement σa in the lattice of regular topologies on
Ea then T has a principal complement in the lattice of regular topo-
logies on E.

Proof. For each a let Ba be some one minimal open set in σa.
The set \Ja Ba and, for all a, all minimal open sets Bx in σa9 different
from Ba, define a minimal open base for a principal regular topology
a on E such that σ \ Ea — σa.

Let / be any function on E to a regular TQ space which is con-
tinuous relative to the topology σ A τ. Then for any a, fa — f\Ea

is continuous relative to the topology (σ A T) \ Ea. But (σ A T) | Ea ^
Ga A τa so fa is constant on Ea. Since / was continuous relative to
σ then / must be constant on \Ja Ba. Hence / is constant on all
of E.

Lastly σ V T — 1: if x is any point of E — \Ja Ba then σa V τa =
1 implies that there are sets Ueσ and Veτ such that {x} — (UΠ
Ea) n (Vf)Ea) = UΠ(Vf]Ea)eσ v r .

The complementation problem for locally connected regular spaces
is then reduced to the complementation problem for connected spaces.
Further, the proof of the previous theorem suggests several lines
of development.

THEOREM 3.3. Let (E, τ) be a regular To space whose set & of
components satisfy the following conditions:

( i ) W is countable.
(ii) For each Ceg 7 the restriction τ \ C has a principal regular

complement.
(iii) Either & has finitely many singletons or infinitely many

nonsingletons.
Then T has a principal regular complement.

Proof. Without loss of generality, by (i) the collection of com-
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ponents forms a sequence {En}n such that, by (iii) each singleton is
followed by a nonsingleton. For each n, let τn = τ \ En and σn its
principal regular complement.

Now for any nonsingleton En there must be at least two distinct
minimal open sets in σn; otherwise τn — 1. But 1 is not connected
unless \En\ = 1.

For each n, choose An and Bn minimal open sets in σn such that
Bn Φ An if I En [ > 1. Then the sets

( i ) Bn U An+ί for all n such that | J£w | Φ 1 and | j£w+11 Φ 1
(ii) J5W U En+1 U A%+2 for all n such that | # Λ + 1 | = 1
(iii) .B71"1 \jEn\J An+1 for all w such that \En\ = 1
(iv) jBa. for all minimal σn open sets with Bx Φ An, Bn, n = 1,

define a base of minimal open sets for a principal regular topology σ
on E such that 0^ = σ \ En for each n.

Let / be any function on E to a regular Γo space which is con-
tinuous relative to the topology σ Λ r. Then fn = f\En is continuous
relative to the topology σ Λ Λ τw for each %. Hence fn is constant on
£J% and since / is constant on each set in σ then / is constant on
all of E.

For each x not in some Bn or An there are sets Ueτ and Bx e σn

such that {x} = (U Π En) Π Bx = U Π Bxeσ V τ. For any a? e Bn there
is a neighborhood Ueτ of x such that UΠ Bn = {x} and, since com-
ponents are closed and x £ En±1, En+2, such that U n En±1 = 0 and
t / n ^ + 2 = 0 . Hence

{x} = UΓ)(Bn{jAn+1)eτVσ if | En\, \En+ι\Φl)

= Uf] (Bn U £?*+! U Aw+2) if \En+1\ = l;

= Uf] (Bn~ι VEΛ\J An+1) iί \Bn\ = \En\ = l.

Similarly for any xe An. Thus σ V τ = 1.

THEOREM 3.4. Lei (2£, r) 6e α regular space and D a dense subset.
If τ\D has a complement σ* in the lattice of regular topologies on
D, then τ has a complement in the lattice of regular topologies on E.

Proof. Define σ to be the topology on E with the base σ* U {{y}:
y £ D}. Then σ is regular, σ \ D — <τ*; σ is principal iff σ* is principal.
Now clearly (σ A τ) \ D ^ σ \ D A τ \ D so (σ f^τ) \ D ^ σ \ D f ^ r τ \ D = 0.
In which case, for any nonemply Ueσ Arτ we have UZDD since
Uf] D = 0 is impossible. Hence σ Arτ — 0. Obviously σ V τ — 1.

It is now clear that the complementation problem can be reduced
to considering spaces without isolated points, because in the following
result (Wyτ\ W) has no isolated points.
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COROLLARY 3.5. Let (E> τ) be a regular To space, I the set of
isolated points, W = intΓ (E — I) the interior of E — I. If (W, τ/ W)
has a principal regular complement then there is a principal regular
complement for τ.

Classes with complements* In this section our task is to con-
struct principal regular complements for various classes of regular To

topologies. The first result provides the basic construction used in
the following theorem to handle the class of supra-DiSΓ spaces. The
definition of this class is a generalization of the DN spaces of B. A.
Anderson [1, p. 989] and was suggested by Harold Bell as a means
of extending methods developed for the DN spaces. The question
remains open whether this class exhausts the regular To spaces.
Subsequent results show an approach to a different class of spaces
and to arbitrary products of such spaces.

THEOREM 4.1. Let (E,τ) be a regular To space, ξ>\E\, and
{Sn: 0^n<τ]^ξ}a wellordered family of disjoint discrete nonempty
subsets of E whose union is dense in E. Suppose that for such n > 0,
any open set containing clΓ (\Jr<n Sr) meets Sn. Then τ has a principal
regular complement a. Moreover there is some point x e E such that
clσΛr (x) = E.

Proof. Define σ to be the principal regular topology with the
base of minimal open sets {Sn:n*zO}U{{x}:x$\JnzoSn}. Then for
any x e E we have {x}eσ V τ.

On the other hand, for each Sn let xn be any point in clr (Sn)
Suppose there is an ordinal n such that

ClαΛ'r (Xn) Φ Cl,Λr r (Xo) .

Let m be the least such ordinal. Then there are disjoint sets Z7*,
F* 6 σ A r f such that clσΛrr (x0) c ί7* and clσΛrΓ (xm) c V*. Also, for
every 7 < m, clσΛrΓ (x0) = clσΛrΓ (xr). But then cl̂ Λr- (x0) is a τ-closed
set containing all the sets clσΛrr (xr) z> Sr for Ί <m. By the regularity,
every Ueσ /\rτ such that xoe Umust contain clσΛrr (x0) IDclr (\Jr<mSr).
So J7* meets Sm c cl,Λrr (xm) c F* which is a contradiction. Hence
CLΛ' Γ (&O) = E and σ A r ^ = 0.

DEFINITION. A space (E, τ) is said to be supra-DiSΓ if, for any
open set U such that clr (U) — U Φ 0 there is a discrete set S c U
such that clΓ (S) - TJφ 0 .

Note that any first countable space is supra-DiV.

THEOREM 4.2. If (E, τ) is a regular To supra-DN space without
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isolated points then τ has a principal regular complement.

Proof. Let xt be any point of E and E7i = E — {α?J e r. Then
there is a discrete set S1 c E/Ί such that {xλ} = clΓ (SJ — C/ί For the
induction, consider any ordinal n between 1 and ξ, where ξ > \E\;
suppose that for each β < n the set Sβ(zE — clΓ (\Jr<β Sr) is defined,
nonclosed, discrete, and either clr (\Jr<β Sr) GΓ or any open set con-
taining clΓ (\Jr<β Sr) meets Sβ. Now for any subset AczE, either the
boundary of E — clr (A) is nonempty or clΓ (A) is open. Hence if
clr (Ur<* Sr) is not open then the boundary of Un = E — clr (\Jr<n ST) e τ
contains some point xn and Un contains a discrete set Sn such that
xn e clΓ (Sn) — Un. So any open set containing clΓ (\Jγ<n Sr) contains
the boundary of Un and hence, as a neighborhood of xn, meets SH.
If, on the other hand, clr (\Jr<n Sr) e τ, let xn be any point of Vn =
1? — clΓ (Ur<^ Sr) and Z7n = Vn — {xn}eτ. Then there is a discrete
set S» c Un such that {»,} = clr (Sn) - tT..

Consequently clΓ (\Ji*n Sn) = E and So = {xn: clr (Ur<* ^r) G τ ) is
discrete. Lastly, if clΓ (\Ji^r<n Sr) e τ then any τ-open set containing
clΓ (\Jo^γ<n Sr) ID So, and hence containing xn, meets JS Λ. Otherwise
clΓ (\Jι^r<n Sr) ί τ and any Ue τ such that UZD clr (Uo^r<^ >Sr) must meet
Sn. The conclusion then follows by the previous theorem.

DEFINITION. A space (E, τ) is said to be Bolzano-Weierstrass
compact if every infinite subset of E has a limit point in E.

DEFINITION. A space (E, τ) is said to be locally-B.W.-compact if
each point in the space has a fundamental system of neighborhoods
each of which is Bolzano-Weierstrass compact.

THEOREM 4.3. If (E, τ) is a separable, regular To locally-B. W.-
compact space without isolated points, then r has a principal regular
complement.

Proof. Let Q = {ql9 q2, } be a countable dense subset of E.
Let Vi be a B.W. compact neighborhood of x1 = qx. Since τ \ Q is T2

without isolated points, there is a countably infinite discrete S x c
intΓ(Fi) Π Q with xίeS1. For every xeSί9 the T2 regularity of E
and the discreteness of the countable set Sx imply that there is an
open set Vx such that x e Vx c clΓ Vx c Vu clr Vx Π clΓ ̂  = {x}, and if
x,yeSx and α? ̂  ί/, then clΓ F β Π clΓ Vy = 0 . Hence, for each x e S19

an infinite discrete set Sx may be chosen so that xe SxaVxf) Q.
The points of Sλ may be denoted by xln for n = 1, 2, •••, with

a?u = α?χ. The corresponding discrete sets may be denoted by S l n. For
each n, let yιn e clr (Sln) - Sln c clr VXίn.
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For each k > 1 let Qk = Q - clΓ (UP<* UΓ=I SPn) eτ\Q. If QkΦ 0 ,
let xk be the least element in the order on Qk.

Vk a B.W.-compact neighborhood of xk in ~clΓ (\Jp<k \J~=ιSpn)
Sk a countably infinite discrete set in Vk Π Qk with xk e Sk

xkn n = 1, 2, the points of £•* in the induced order
Skn the corresponding countably infinite discrete sets chosen from

the intersection of Q and a neighborhood, of xkn, whose closure is in
Vk with xkl = xk e Skl and satisfying clΓ Skn Π clΓ Skp = 0 for n Φ p, and

ykn e clΓ (S*n) - &..
Clearly clr (UΓ=i U - i S») z> clr (Q) - # .

Define a principal regular complement σ for τ with a base of
minimal open sets consisting of

Uk - Sιk U {Vuic-i)} U S t ι for k > 1,

up* = £ U U {2/p(ft-i,} for p , h > l ,

{y} for all » ί ( U * ^ * ) U ( U , , * ^ * )

The minimal open sets are discrete in (E, τ) because Skι was chosen
in a closed neighborhood outside clΓ (\JP<k U^=i Spnί) which contains
clr (Slk), and because yn(k^ e clr (S%(fe_υ) and clτ (S^^) Π clΓ (SnJfe) = 0 .

Lastly, i f Z / e r Λ σ , UΦ 0, then Ϊ7Π ( U P , * ^ ) ^ 0 . Let a be
the least ordinal for which there is a β such that U f] Sάβ Φ 0 and
/3 the least such β. Suppose a Φ 1. Then β Φl and 2/«(̂ -D e C7«̂  c
Z7eσ. But 2/£(£_D is a r-limit point of SάCβ-D so Z7eτ meets SΪJ_D

which contradicts the minimality of /9. Hence ά = 1. Similarly β = 1
and JSΠ = U1cz U for every Ueτ /\ σ and tf Λ r r = 0.

Note that local compactness and countable compactness imply
local-B.W.-compaetness.

THEOREM 4.4, For eαc& ieθ let (Ei9 τ<) δβ α regular To space for
which there exists a principal regular topology σ̂  on Ei such that

( a ) σ< V r4 = 1.
( b ) T&ere is α subset Wi c JEi ŝ c/̂  ίΛαί C7e σ< Λ T4 α^d Uφ 0

imply that UZD TΓ4.
(c ) If UeVi satisfies Uz)Wi then there are σrisolated points

in U.
(d) 77tβ seί o/ σrnonisolated points is dense in (Ei9 T{).

If E — ΐlieθ Ei and τ — Y[i€θ
Ti then (E, τ) has a principal regular

complement.

Proof. Well order θ; let (α?^ e E. If Xι is isolated in σ{ for every
ieθ, then let £(»»)* = {(»*)*}• Otherwise, there is a least element
ίeθ such that x-c is not σ -isolated; let B{xύ% = B; x (Xi)i¥:T where BL
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is the minimal σ -open set containing χ-c. The collection {#(#;);: (x^ e
E) forms a base of minimal open sets for a principal regular topology
σ on E.

Using hypothesis (a) for the first nonisolated coordinate, it is
easily seen that σ V T = 1.

Next let A\ A2 e σ A τ be nonempty. Now A\ A2eτ implies that
there are indices il9 i2, , ik e Θ such that A1 and A2 contain rectan-
gular neighborhoods. Hence there are points (&<)< e A1 and (y^i e A2

such that Xi = Vi for ί Φ ily , ik and, by (d), xif yt are σrnonisolated
for i — iu ' , ίk only. Let j = min {il9 , ik) and A} = {z e Eji {z} x
{x^iφj e A1} G τy, the inverse image of A1 under the (α^X^ -section; since
Xi is σr isolated for i < j then for any o^-nonisolated point xeA),
Bx x (Xi)i& c A1. In which case, Bx c AJ and hence A) e σό. Similarly
A) = {z e Ej: {z} x (y^j e A2} e σ, Λ ^ . Thus by (b), WjCiA)- n A) e σyΛry

and by (c), there is an isolated point x) = ^ in AJ Π -AJ which means
that

(Xi)i¥t3 x a?J G A1 and (^)i^ x y) e A2 .

Continuing this process and replacing xil9 , xik and yil9 , yik locates
a point common to A1 and A2. The absence of disjoint sets in r Λ σ
implies that τ Ar σ = 0.

In particular, the principal regular complement constructed in
Theorem 4.3 satisfies conditions (a), (b) and (d) required of the factor
spaces in Theorem 4.4; condition (c) can be accomodated without losing
others.
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